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Abstract. In this paper, we present our work aimed at improving retrieval and navigation services on bibliographic data. In this system, knowledge about the domain of documents (publications) is stored in an ontology, a formal model of conceptual knowledge. The ontology is employed to represent concepts and their relationships in order to carry out reasoning about documents. Reasoning helps researchers by providing more efficient document retrieval and navigation.

1 Introduction

It is becoming standard practice for researchers to publish their documents on the Internet (or intranets), via personal, institutional and discipline-specific servers. Today, we find on the web a large number of digital libraries allowing instant access to documents. Such libraries permit accessing documents by searching on metadata such as keyword, author, title, conference, series or journal name. They give access to full text or only to bibliographic entry of documents. Some digital libraries are discipline-specific like, for example, the Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP), a computer science bibliography database. Others are multi-disciplinary like for example, the full text archives of scholarly society serials publications.

Currently, digital libraries propose mainly search services based on metadata. In this case, the possible information retrieval consists generally in returning publications satisfying a set of properties represented by these metadata. However, it would be very useful to be able to query a scientific publications database with more intelligent queries, like "return all the publications about a research topic" (needing the definition of the links between the research topics), "is a given publication a high level publication?" (needing the definition of high level publication), "who are the senior researchers working on a given topic?" (needing the definition of senior researcher). etc. Answering these queries requires knowledge about the domain of publications and the domain of researchers as well, and needs to use relationships between the concepts within this knowledge (researchers, publications, conferences, research topics, keywords, etc.).

Such knowledge can be represented using ontologies, an organised set of concepts and relations. Ontologies are used in different domains for many types of applications, e.g. in medicine and bioinformatics. Currently, ontologies – associated to reasoning systems- are considered as the engine of the semantic web [21]. Domain knowledge is represented in ontologies; web pages are annotated using the concepts and relations of the corresponding ontology, and reasoning systems are in charge of using these semantic annotations to reason and answer queries. In the same spirit, ontologies can be used to represent knowledge about items of bibliographic data domain (authors, publications, keywords,..), and reasoning systems can be used to carry out reasoning in order to answer complex queries or to enhance search services by using, for example, the available keywords which are more specific than or related to the submitted keywords.

In this paper we present an ontology-based system, called OntoBib, aimed at managing a bibliography in an "intelligent way". We show how knowledge on the domain of publications is used to improve information access. Reasoning is used by the system for proposing to the researchers a guided help, more efficient information retrieval and navigation activities.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we present the general context of our work. The knowledge about publications is described in section 3. Section 4 presents the OntoBib system. Section 5 concludes the paper and presents the future work.

2 General Context

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1. IEEE computer society user interface for navigation.

Most of existing digital libraries offer search as well as navigation services. Their user interfaces allows to formulate
queries in order to search documents. Queries can contain one or more words to be searched in the full text document, or in one of the metadata fields. Users can also formulate multi-criteria queries, by defining more than one search condition concerning metadata (e.g. documents about "web" and/or not authored by "Berners Lee").

While search services are mainly based on metadata, navigation services supported by digital libraries are mainly based on catalogues of journals or series names, or on subject (topic) directories. A typical example of navigation services interface is, for example, the one provided by the IEEE computer society library4, as given in figure 1.

2.1 The framework of accessing a bibliography

Bibliographic data are mainly available from local BibTex files or from bibliography servers like the DBLP database or CiteSeer5. In the real world, these data items (publications, authors, keywords, etc.) have their own properties and interrelations. It can then be useful to use these relations and properties for search and navigation services.

Our work is motivated by the need to improve the existing search and navigation services using the knowledge available about bibliographic data. Some usage scenarios based on such relations and properties are as follows:

- Taking into account that "semantic annotation" is a subtopic of "semantic web", it will be useful to return documents about "semantic web" as well as "semantic annotation" to a beginner researcher who is searching for documents about "semantic web". This is not a standard functionality of available web search services.
- It will be interesting for a researcher to get information about people working in a specific topic, like for example information about senior researchers.
- Providing students with assisted and interactive search service. For example, after answering a user who is searching for publications about a given topic, say "OWL", it will be useful to ask him whether he is interested in publications on topics which are more specific than or related to the former.

Such search and navigation services have to rely on knowledge about the domain of documents, i.e knowledge about publications topics, authors and their relationships. This knowledge must be stored within a formal model associated to a reasoning system using knowledge for answering queries, and for suggesting further retrieval or navigation possibilities.

The design of an ontology-based system, able to take advantage of knowledge for answering queries, is mainly inspired by research works related to the semantic web field.

2.2 Semantic web

The semantic web was thought up by Tim Berners-Lee, creator of the web. There is a dedicated team of people at the World Wide Web consortium6 (W3C) working to improve, extend and standardise the system, and many languages, publications, tools have already been developed. The idea of the semantic web is to annotate documents with semantic annotations, annotations that are not interpreted for display but rather as an expression of document content. This is often described as a web for machines as opposed to a web for humans. Such machine understandable web vision needs to establish a join terminology between members of a community of interest. These members can be human or automated agents. Ontologies are a solution proposed by the semantic web community to represent such terminology of a certain domain [6].

2.3 Ontologies

There are many definitions of what an ontology exactly is. A well-known proposal in the computer science domain is one proposed by Gruber [10], stating that an ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation. For us, the meaning of conceptualisation refers to an abstract model materialised by a set of definitions of concepts and concept properties hierarchically organised. The explicit specification means that the model has to be implemented in a knowledge representation language (having a syntax and an associated semantics). Such a language allows the model to be exploited both by machines or by human beings [9].

An ontology includes machine-interpretable definitions of concepts in the domain and relations existing among them. So, ontologies are useful to share and reuse a common knowledge of the domain by people as well as applications. Ontologies can have different levels of expressiveness. The more detailed is the knowledge captured in the ontology the more expressive it is. One can have only a list of terms in controlled vocabulary, relations between terms (such as synonyms) in thesaurus or, in a very expressive ontology languages, a hierarchy of concepts and properties with inheritance of properties by sub-concepts and a first order logic constraints between terms.

There are two kinds of advantages resulting of the existence of an ontology [21, 23]. From a "communication and interoperability" point of view, an ontology facilitates the information or the knowledge exchange (coming from heterogeneous data sources) between human and/or machines, because the ontology represents elements in a non-ambiguous way and allows to check for consistency. From a "specification, integration and re-use" point of view, an ontology can be helpful to specify problems in the domain being represented and can play the role of a bridge in order to facilitate the integration of an application into a platform. Finally, even if the construction of an ontology is linked to applications, as long as the structure of the ontology is not challenged, the ontology and the applications can evolve separately. In practice, having an ontology allows the resolution of a number of problems such as guiding a user for accessing data [8, 20], organising and/or comparing documents according to their content [1].

2.4 Related works

The practice of adding semantics to web resources using ontologies to build intelligent applications has been the focus of
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4 http://www.computer.org/portal/site/ieeecs/index.jsp
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6 http://www.w3.org/
several authors and systems. SHOE [12] allows researchers to annotate their web resources with metadata, in order to build a distributed knowledge base. Like OntoBib, SHOE uses an ontology to declare the desired characteristics and relationships of a web resource and makes its properties explicit. The real potential behind SHOE is the ability to draw on the ontology to infer supplementary knowledge not directly stated within the facts describing the web resource.

Another system that is similar to OntoBib is ESKIMO [15] (The E-Scholar Knowledge Inference Model system) that demonstrates how ontologically modeled data can be used to infer new facts and resolve links based on analytical queries. ESKIMO uses XML (much less expressive language) for representing the ontology of publications and an embedded XML reasoner to infer new facts. While OntoBib system, presented in this paper, exploits description logics as an effective and expressive representation language for ontologies, supported by available reasoning tools like RACER. This separation between the representation of concepts through its ontology and the reasoning process through its reasoning capability make our prototype flexible and adaptable to new concepts. The publications ontology used in OntoBib is similar to the one used in ESKIMO only in the representation of the general relationships that are exists between the resources while an additional concepts definitions and relationships are introduced.

Further the research topics are well-organized in a sub ontology of keywords that are related together to enhance deduction, and this sub ontology cover limited scientific community.

UNTANGLE [14], is another system that uses description logic for representing bibliographic information and help in information classification and retrieval. The Untangle project began as an exploratory research in using description logics for digital libraries, a web interface was then added and first web-based description logic system was born.

Another early project using DLs for the web was the FINDUR system [17], whose basic function was query expansion, i.e. is takes synonymy or hyponymy (more specific terms) and including them in input terms, thereby expanding the query, this function is already available in OntoBib system.

3 Representation of bibliographic data using an ontology

Digital libraries of publications generally manage a set of bibliographic entries (linked sometimes to their full text documents). A bibliographic entry describes a publication by a set of attribute/value pairs, like author, title, publisher, journal, keywords, etc. Queries on bibliographic data are formulated using these attributes. However, no further information, drawn by inference on the available knowledge, can be returned. This is because neither the semantics of the attributes nor relations existing between them are taken into account. Using an ontology representing the knowledge related to bibliographic data is a key feature in building a system being able to carry out inference (to reason) about such data. We refer to this ontology as $O_{BIB}$ in the following.

3.1 Ontology formalism

$O_{BIB}$ is coded in OWL-DL—an ontology representation language— based on the formalism of description logics [4]. This formalism involves three kinds of entities:

- **concepts** (or classes) represent set of individuals sharing a set of properties. The set of individuals is the extension of the concept. For example, the InternationalConference concept represents the notion of an international conference, with a location, a date, an organiser, a program chair, etc.

- **individuals** (or instances of concepts). Individual international conferences, e.g. NLM 2006 and ISWC’05, may be represented as instances of the InternationalConference concept.

- **roles** (or properties) represent binary relations between concepts. For example, the role hasPublisher between the concepts Journal and Publisher states that a journal (instance of the concept Journal) is related to a publisher (instance of the concept Publisher). Each role has a domain (where the property is declared) and a range (where the relation is established). In the former example, the concept Journal (respectively Publisher) is the domain (respectively range) of the role hasPublisher.

Concepts and roles are built using a set of constructors to which a semantics is associated. Concepts (and possibly roles) are organised in a hierarchy by a subsumption (or specialisation) relation, noted $\sqsubseteq$, where $D \subseteq C$ can be read like “$C$ subsumes $D$” or “$D$ is subsumed by $C$”. A concept $C$ subsumes a concept $D$ if and only if $C$ is more general than $D$ (for every interpretation). All classes and properties are subsumed by $\top$, the root concept of the hierarchy.

Concepts can be either primitive or defined:

- **primitive concepts** are described by a set of necessary conditions. For example, Conference introduced by Conference $\sqsubseteq$ Event is a primitive concept.

- **concepts defined by a set of necessary and sufficient conditions** are called defined concepts. Whenever $X$ is an instance of a defined concept $C$, $X$ satisfies the properties attached to $C$ (necessary conditions). Reciprocally, whenever $X$ satisfies all properties attached to the concept $C$, then $X$ is declared as instance of $C$ (sufficient conditions). Defined concepts are introduced by an equivalence noted $\equiv$, where $C \equiv D$ means $C \sqsubseteq D$ and $D \sqsubseteq C$. For example, the defined concept ConferenceProceedings is introduced by ConferenceProceedings $\equiv$ PublicationMedia $\cap$ (3 associatedEvent Conference). If $X$ is a publication media and is associated to a conference, then $X$ is a conference proceedings; conversely, a conference proceedings is a publication media which is associated to at least a conference.

Definitions of concepts use mainly three constructors:

- the conjunction of concepts, denoted $\land$
- the disjunction of concepts, denoted $\lor$
- the cardinality which gives a minimal and maximal number of values associated to a role. The cardinality is written $(\leq \text{integer role})$, $(\geq \text{integer role})$ or $(= \text{integer role})$, respectively for maximal, minimal or exact cardinality. For example, $(\geq 1 \text{associatedEvent})$ describes a
concept which is at least associated to one event by the 
\textit{associatedEvent} role (the existential constructor, denoted $\exists$, is equivalent to a cardinality greater than or equal to 1, noted $\geq 1$).

3.2 Ontology of publications

The $O_{BIB}$ ontology is used for expressing the contents of bibliographic entries. $O_{BIB}$ enables conceptual linking between the contents of publications, and semantic querying. Currently, there is no available ontology fully adapted to our needs, so we have to effectively construct $O_{BIB}$. $O_{BIB}$ is both a domain and an application ontology that is constructed from knowledge and experience of the research community. The main concepts and relationships of $O_{BIB}$ are shown in figure 2. Domain knowledge concerns \textit{ResearchTopic} concepts, that are organised in a hierarchy. Application knowledge concerns a general representation of \textit{Publication}, and links between a publication and other concepts like \textit{Author}, \textit{PublicationMedia}, \textit{ResearchTopic}.

![Figure 2. Ontology of publications](image)

In order to establish scientific relationships between the publications on the base of their keywords, we introduce a specific (sub-)ontology of concepts for representing a large number of the keywords used in the publications. Each publication keyword is represented by a (defined or primitive) concept in the ontology; an ontology concept $X$ represents the class of all keywords representing the concept $X$. So, the names of instances of a concept are the different keywords used in the publications for expressing the concept. For example, $OWL$ and \textit{Ontology Web Language} are two names of instances of the \textit{OWL} concept. The concepts are automatically organised in a hierarchy according to the properties that they share (this will be detailed in the next section). The primitive concept \textit{ResearchTopic} represents the super concept of all keyword concepts used in the publications (hereafter, we refer to keyword as a research topic). Section 4 shows how this hierarchy is exploited for improving the access to bibliographic information.

3.3 Ontology building

There is no unified method to build an ontology. However, the iterative process presented in figure 3, introduced in [21] [24], gives the major steps required by an ontology construction.

![Figure 3. Steps required by an ontology construction.](image)

The analysis step requires to define what the ontology conceptualises and in which use cases it will be used. The building step concerns the creation of the concepts and roles hierarchies, and the definition of the concepts. The objective of the evaluation step is to check the ontology consistency and the use cases performance in order to correct or adjust the necessary elements (by returning to the building step). The maintenance step concerns the effective use of the ontology; returning to the building step allows to take into account the necessary evolutions.

Semi-automatic methods, based on learning process can be used to build an ontology. Some of these methods use a classification process [2] or an association rule extraction process [19]. Other methods use syntactical analysis of textual data, followed by a distributional analysis [7, 3, 22].

As example of application, we choose to build $O_{BIB}$ on the base of the bibliographic data of our team, called ORPAILLEUR. The main theme of these publications is Knowledge management, Knowledge extraction and Semantic web. The bibliographic data are used (1) to create the domain knowledge about research topics and (2) to instantiate the concepts of the ontology. As these textual data do not describe each research topic, but only mention it through the presence of a keyword, we could not use semi-automatic approaches. So, we choose to build $O_{BIB}$ manually, following the principles given in [18, 2], the main problem being the identification of the properties that have to be used for the definition of the domain concepts.

![Figure 4. Example of entry in a BibTex file](image)

Each bibliographic entry is translated into several instances of concepts in the ontology. For example, the BibTex entry given in figure 4 is translated into one instance of the concept \textit{Publication} (because it describes a publication), three instances of the concept \textit{Author} (one instance for each author of the publication), one instance of the concept \textit{InternationalConferenceProceedings} (because it has
been published in the proceedings of ISWC 2005, an international conference) and five instances of ResearchTopic concepts (one instance for each keyword of the publication). The ResearchTopic concepts to which the five previous concepts are attached need also to be created in the ResearchTopic hierarchy if they are not yet existing.

Creating the domain knowledge about research topics involves the creation of a concept to which keyword used in the publications are attached. Creating a defined concept implies to identify the set of roles (and so, the set of properties) of this concept. For example, we define the OWL concept as having a specific semantics, a specific syntax and that it describes an ontology, with the three properties: (3 hasSemantics DLSemantics), (3 hasSyntax XMLSyntax) and (3 describes Ontology).

The hierarchy of concepts is based on the subsumption relation. For defined concepts, the hierarchy is derived from the definitions. In this way, OWL ∋ DescriptionLogics because DescriptionLogics
≡ (3 hasSemantics DLSemantics) and OWL
≡ (3 hasSemantics DLSemantics) ⊓ (3 hasSyntax XMLSyntax) ⊓ (3 describes Ontology).

For primitive concepts, the hierarchy is given by the expert working on the construction of the domain ontology. For example, the expert has stated that NationalConferenceProceedings ⊆ ConferenceProceedings.

The readability of the ontology can be improved by creating abstract concepts, subsuming a set of more specific concepts. For example: XMLBasedLanguage ≡ (3 hasSyntax XMLSyntax) subsumes all the concepts which are based on the XML syntax (the concepts of specific XML based languages have all an XML syntax).

OBB has been implemented in owl using the PROTEGE ontology editor [13]. The RACER system9 has been used as a subsumption and classification engine [11]. OBB is exploited within our ontology-based bibliographic data system, called OntoBib, in order to improve the access to bibliographic information.

4 The OntoBib system

This section describes the general structure of the OntoBib system. As shown in figure 5, the core of the system is the ontology model. Bibliographic data are used to build the ontology and bibliographic item (publication, author, keyword, etc.) are stored as individuals of this ontology.

Another module in the system tightly related to the ontology is the Reasoning and querying module. The main function of the reasoning module is to infer new facts from the existing ones using the description logic reasoner [11]. The reasoner inference services are used to answer queries. For example, the instance checking inference service is used to check whether a given individual is an instance of a specified concept. So, retrieving instances related to a concept will answer queries about this concept. We explain now, using examples, some functionalities of these modules.

4.1 Semantic Querying

One of the features implemented in the system relies on the inference of new facts from the existing ones. Based on the logical semantics of the representation language, different kinds of queries are defined as inference problems (hence, answering a query is called providing an inference service). The instance retrieval process is used to answer questions such as: which are the high level publications. OntoBib answers this question using the existing concept HighLevelPublication defined in the ontology as: HighLevelPublication ≡ Publication ⊃ (3 publishedIn Journal) ⊃ (3 publishedIn InternationalConferenceProceedings). This concept describes a high level publication as a publication published either in a journal or in the proceedings of an international conference. We agree that this definition is not consensual, but we choose it to simplify the example (a more complex definition can, of course, be used). Invoking the instance checking of RACER allows one to retrieve all instances of the concept HighLevelPublication.

The instance retrieval process is based on classification. A query is reified as a concept, say the query concept, that is then classified in the ontology (searching for its most specific subsumers and its most general subsumers). Once the concept is classified, the instances that answer the query are instances of the subsumers of the query concept [5, 16]. For example, if one would like to know who are the senior researchers, then it needs to define what a senior researcher is, like for example an author having published at least 50 publications: SeniorResearcher ≡ Author ⊃ (≥ 50 hasPublished). For this example, RACER classifies the query concept in the hierarchy, then the instance checking reasoning service is invoked again to retrieve all instances satisfying this query concept.

4.2 Improving the navigation process

The research topics hierarchy is a natural way to improve a navigation process, in which the user can explore the links between the topics in order to reach progressively the information he needs. Compared to a thesaurus in which the topics are linked without a precise semantics, OBB provides a meaningful organisation of the research topics, according to their properties. The properties of the concepts and the subsum-
tion relationships between concepts in $O_{BIB}$ can be exploited for an intelligent navigation:

- for example, suppose that a novice researcher is searching for publications about knowledge representation language without having more information about this topic. While a system returning only publications having the keyword knowledge representation language can miss a lot of interesting publications, OntoBib also recommends the researcher to search for more specific topics such as Description Logics, OWL, etc. (see figure 2). These more specific topics will help the researcher to learn more about the research topic. So, this is an example of providing the researcher with a More Specific Readings search option. This task is executing by the RACER reasoner, first by retrieving the concept corresponding to the searched research topic and second by retrieving all the subconcepts of this research topic concept.

- another search option that the system supports is Related Readings. This option allows retrieving the publications having research topics related with a given one. The ontology provides links between research topics on the base of their properties. So, someone interested by the OWL topic can be redirected on topics such as XML, Description Logics, Ontology, etc. The difference between the use of the ontology and a classical thesaurus related-with relation is that the links between concepts have a semantics directly deduced from their properties. For example, on figure 2, OWL is linked to XML because they have a common XML syntax, OWL is linked to Description Logics because they have a common DL semantics, or even OWL is linked to Ontology because the OWL concept describes an ontology.

Hence, the relationships between concepts in the ontology represent a method to improve the navigation process.

4.3 Synthesis and contributions

This work on the OntoBib system provides two kinds of contributions.

The first one concerns the creation of an ontology of bibliographic data, and especially about the research topics. This experience of knowledge domain specification shows how simple keywords can be represented by meaningful properties, on which a hierarchical organisation can automatically be derived. Comparing to the manual creation of a thesaurus, this ensures the correctness of the domain knowledge. Moreover, it is possible to know in which way different concepts are similar or different. Nevertheless, like a thesaurus construction, the construction of the ontology is a human time consuming task.

The second contribution concerns the use of the ontology. First, the instantiation step of the ontology building process is a way to add conceptual links between web resources, transforming in our case a weakly linked collection of publications, authors, topics into a set of richly interconnected resources. In this case, $O_{BIB}$ is used to store the bibliographic data through the instantiation of data items into concept instances. A problem is that this instantiation is actually also a manual time consuming task. Second, the use of a reasoner module on the $O_{BIB}$ ontology allows semantic querying about bibliographic data and improves navigation processes the bibliographic data, as shown before.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented an experiment on the use of ontologies for search and navigation services in the domain of bibliographic data. Introducing a practical study we described an approach and architecture that remains an experimental system. Defining an ontology that represents research topics, authors, publications and their relationships, is the base of the OntoBib system which allows an intelligent management of bibliographic data, through a semantic query answering and through the exploitation of relationships existing between topics.

There is mainly two perspectives to this work. A first one concerns the extension of the actual $O_{BIB}$ in order to take into account the knowledge of other areas in computer science. A semi-automatic process, in which existing organised data of a domain (like thesaurus for example) will be used as starting elements for the ontology construction, is envisaged. A second and more difficult perspective is the building of an automatic paner that is able to convert the data in digital libraries to instances of the ontology.
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